A Sudden Light: A Novel

The New York Times bestselling witty,
atmospheric (People) story of a once
powerful American family, and the price
that must be paid by the heirs as they
struggle for redemption: A captivating
page-turner
(Star
Tribune,
Minneapolis).Twenty-three years after the
fateful summer of 1990, Trevor Riddell
recalls the events surrounding his
fourteenth birthday, when he gets his first
glimpse of the infamous Riddell House.
Built from the spoils of a massive timber
fortune, the legendary family mansion is
constructed of giant whole trees and is set
on a huge estate overlooking Seattles Puget
Sound. Trevors bankrupt parents have
separated, and his father, Jones Riddell, has
brought Trevor to Riddell House with a
goal: to join forces with Aunt Serena,
dispatch the ailing and elderly Grandpa
Samuel to a nursing home, sell off the
house and property for development, and
divide up the profits. But as young Trevor
explores the houses hidden stairways and
forgotten rooms, he discovers secrets that
convince him that the family plan may be
at odds with the lands true destiny. Only
Trevors willingness to face the dark past of
his forefathers will reveal the key to his
familys
future.
Spellbinding
and
atmospheric, A Sudden Light is rich with
vivid characters, poetic scenes of natural
beauty, and powerful moments of spiritual
transcendence. Garth Stein is resourceful,
cleverly piecing together the family history
with dreams, overheard conversations, and
reminiscencesa tale well told, (The Seattle
Times)a triumphant work of a master
storyteller at the height of his power.

A Sudden Light by Garth Stein - The New York Times bestselling witty, atmospheric A Sudden Light. A Novel. By
Garth Stein. reading group guide bestseller.This reading group guide for A Sudden Light includes an introduction,
discussion questions, ideas for enhancing your book club, and a Q&A with author GarthWhen a boy tries to save his
parents marriage, he uncovers a legacy of family secrets in a coming-of-age ghost story by the author of the
internationallyA Sudden Light: A Novel [Garth Stein] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. The New York Times
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bestselling witty, atmospheric ( People)EVENT OVERVIEW: Garth Stein will discuss his work and new novel A
Sudden Light. ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Garth Steins newest novel is A Sudden Light, In a complete change of pace
from his dog-centric The Art of Racing in the Rain, Stein transports the reader to Riddell House, a 100-year-oldA
Sudden Light by Garth Stein - The New York Times bestselling witty, atmospheric (People) story of a once powerful
American family, and the price that mustThere is so much to love in A Sudden Light that is becomes difficult to review
the novel without unabashed gushing. It is one of those rare novels that has it allGarth Stein is the author of the New
York Times bestselling novels, A Sudden Light and The Art of Racing in the Rain, and two previous novels, How Evan
Broke Now Stein has penned another remarkable novel, A Sudden Light, and it has a ghost in it, so Im sure we can look
forward to complaintsListen to Sudden Light: A Novel audiobook by Garth Stein. Stream and download audiobooks to
your computer, tablet or mobile phone. Bestsellers and latestThe spellbinding and transcendent new novel by Garth
Stein, author of The Art of A Sudden Light is a spellbinding, atmospheric work rich with unconventional Garth Steins
new novel, A Sudden Light, is a Seattle-set ghost story, about the descendants of a timber baron struggling to come to
terms with A SUDDEN LIGHT. by Garth Stein. BUY NOW FROM. AMAZON BARNES & NOBLE LOCAL
BOOKSELLER. GET WEEKLY BOOKThe following version of this book was used to create this guide: Stein, Garth.
A Sudden Light. Simon and Schuster, 2014. A Sudden Light is a family drama - 58 min - Uploaded by
ubookstoreMaking the jump from racing in the rain with mans best friend to exploring a vast estate
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